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HC Partners applies its strategic advantage in deal 
structuring and ability to identify opportunities with 
appropriately mitigated risks in order to present Investors 
with investment opportunities that will typically have the 
following attributes: 
• Sound and well-researched project metrics supported 

by appropriate and respected third party assessments 
including but not limited to valuers, quantity surveyors, 
agents, lawyers etc;

• Borrowers with sound experience and track records in 
their proposed sector of operations;

• Building Contractors with proven capabilities retained 
on appropriate contractual terms;

• Carefully prepared facility documentation including 
Registered Real Estate Mortgages where appropriate.

This provides a 
constant flow 

of quality 
opportunities 

in need of private 
funding and or 

Preferred Equity in 
order to meet their 

aspirations.

Australia’s #1 Commercial Brokerage Firm 
As voted by The Adviser 2015, 2016 & 2017

HoldenCAPITAL

HC Partners assess and performs extensive due 
diligence on all investment opportunities sourced through 
HoldenCAPITAL, before they are presented to investors. 
This ensures Investors are only provided with access to 
appropriate risk return opportunities.

HoldenCAPITAL has offices in Brisbane, Sydney, 
Melbourne and Hong Kong which gives the business 
enormous reach and access to investment opportunities.  
HoldenCAPITAL has an enviable track record and a 
constant flow of high quality projects seeking funding. 
In addition to receiving the protection of mortgage backed 
loan documents (note: Preferred Equity advances may be 

unsecured), HC Partners will also provide participating 
Investors with appropriate professional oversight and/
or management of their investments tailored to their 
requirements including compliance with facility loan 
terms, advances, distribution of interest/coupon (subject to 
repayment by the Borrower) and return of capital.

Investors can register with HC Partners and provide 
their investment preferences, including preferred level of 
exposure, investment term, security (first or second ranking) 
and any other special requirements. This will enable HC 
Partners to offer Investors investment opportunities that best 
matches their stated preferences.

Ready to register as a potential investor? 
www.holdencapitalpartners.com.au

“

“

http://www.holdencapitalpartners.com.au


Register Free to 
Instantly Access 

Exclusive Opportunities



As a national specialist in the structuring of construction 
finance, HoldenCAPITAL is recognised as a market 
leader for its success in the sourcing of debt and equity 
solutions. The goal of our team is to leverage our collective 
resources, relationships, skills and knowledge to structure 
and secure project finance solutions that minimise the risks 
and maximise the returns for all stakeholders. 

HoldenCAPITAL uses its daily participation in these finance 
markets and its first-hand knowledge of real-time data from 
comparable transactions to facilitate the best available 
terms while accessing funding from the major banks and a 
wide range of non-bank lenders. 

It was in applying these skills that HoldenCAPITAL 
identified that while many borrowers do not meet the 

criteria of the banking sector, this did not mean that those 
projects were not viable. Rather they needed  a different 
financial solution that matched the relevant risk and 
rewards on offer with appropriate participants. 

This resulted in HoldenCAPITAL identifying Lenders and 
in some instances Preferred Equity participants with the 
right understanding of the markets and matching them with 
individual borrowers according to their respective skills 
and financial appetite. HoldenCAPITAL also recognised 
the potential to create a loan investment platform designed 
to create flexible products that meet the needs of both 
sides of the equation. 

About HoldenCAPITALHoldenCAPITAL 
identified the 
potential to 
create loan 
investments, 
designed to create 
flexible products that 
meet the needs of 
both sides of 
the equation.



Meet the HC Partners Team The HoldenCAPITAL Team

HC Partners sources its opportunities from opportunities generated by the experienced team from HoldenCAPITAL which has over 150 years of collective 
experience  in finance, the vast majority of that having been in Construction Lending. The HoldenCAPITAL team is highly credentialed to source loan 

opportunities to HC Partners investors. 

Business development managers with over 150 years collective experience

Brett Cottam
Finance Consultant

Brett has over 16 years of corporate 
banking experience with NAB and 
BOSI, specializing in property investment 
& development including residential, 
commercial, retail, industrial & mixed use 
assets.

Eric Trieu
Director

Eric has over 20 years experience in 
project marketing. He was CEO of two 
international marketing firms, The Aldy 
Group and Empire Property Investors.

Daniel Kisbee
State Manager - Melbourne

With experience in banking sales and 
credit roles as well as independent 
finance broking, Daniel has been in 
the industry for over a decade, and his 
professional experience is underpinned 
by a tertiary background in Economics.  

Daniel Hounsell
Finance Consultant

Daniel has over 13 years of experience 
structuring joint venture opportunities 
within a range of industries and over 10 
years experience with Property Finance.

Melvin Seeto
State Manager - Sydney

Melvin has over 20 year’s experience 
in commercial property finance with 
Perpetual and ING. He was Portfolio 
Manager & responsible for Perpetual 
Funds focussed on Senior, Stretch Senior 
& Mezzanine Loans.

Adam Hartard
Finance Consultant

Adam has over 13 years of experience  
in property finance and development 
including Commercial,  Industrial and 
Residential property.

Steve Wiltshire 
Executive Chairman

Steve Wiltshire spent 27 
years with Macquarie Bank 
as a director and National 
Portfolio Head of its Real 
Estate Structured Finance 
Division overseeing its 
construction finance and 
joint ventures and 3 years 
as Executive Director of 
ANZ’s Institutional Property 
Group, responsible for 
the Queensland and the 
Northern Territory loan 
portfolio. 

Steve is a mentor to the 
team and actively assists 
the team with structuring 
of transactions and the 
negotiation of loans 
drawing on his extensive 
banking and JV experience.

Dan Holden 
Principal

Daniel Holden is the 
founding partner of Holden 
Capital, with responsibility 
for structuring and arranging 
senior debt, mezzanine 
debt, and equity facilities 
for his clients’ property-
based developments and 
investments. Daniel’s core 
strengths are in Construction 
Finance and Joint Ventures. 

Daniel has over 13 years 
of development and finance 
experience that includes 
project management and 
over six years in finance 
consultancy, loan and joint 
venture structuring and 
funds management.

Mark Halle
Fund Manager

Mark Halle has over 25 
years’ experience across 
a wide variety of industry 
sectors. Originally an 
accountant, Mark has for 
the past 14 years worked in 
the property and property 
financing industry. 

Mark spent 10 years with 
Ray White Invest as their 
Investment Fund Manager 
and more recently spent four 
years as the Fund Manager 
of the AU$250m Premium 
Income Fund operated by 
Wellington Capital and FTI 
Consolidated which had 
some 10,700 investors. 

Gary Connolly
Head of Investments

Gary Connolly has over 
12 years of experience 
in financial services, 
specifically in the banking 
and funds management 
sectors.
 
Gary most recently spent 
8 years with Trilogy Funds 
Management as their 
Business Development 
Manager and prior to that 
was employed by Citigroup 
and Deutsche Bank in key 
account management roles. 
His professional experience 
is underpinned by a tertiary 
background in Law.
 



Through HoldenCAPITAL, HC Partners
facilitates a range of property development investment 
opportunities:

FIRST MORTGAGE TRANSACTIONS: 
This is the most secure type of loan as first mortgages have 
priority over all other forms of security over the subject property 
in the event of default. This form of security will typically 
be available where HC Partners is providing first ranking 
Construction Funding or Development Site Funding facilities.

SECOND MORTGAGE TRANSACTIONS: 
These types of loans refer to loans that are subordinated to pre-
existing or prioritised loans secured against the same property. In 
the event of default, any earlier loan is repaid in priority, subject 
to the terms of any priority agreement. This form of security 
will typically apply where HC Partners is providing Mezzanine 
Construction Funding and in some instances, Preferred Equity 
advances where the senior lender agrees to the giving of 
security.

PREFERRED EQUITY FACILITY AGREEMENTS: 
In most instances, these types of loans are secured under a loan 
agreement providing the lender with priority rights in respect of 
the borrowers interest in the Project, with step-in- rights allowing 
them to act to protect those rights. While not providing the same 
benefits of registered securities, this type of arrangement provides 
investors with a heightened return reflective of the risks involved. 

Investment Products

The investment 
opportunities 
we present will 
generally fall 
into three main 
risk vs reward 
structures

1
First Mortgage on a 

Development Site

8.5% - 12.5%pa^ 

2
Second Mortgage on a 

Development Project

16-22%pa^

3
Preferred Equity in a 

Development Project

25%+pa^



Track Record Over the past 5 years HoldenCAPITAL has facilitated nearly $1billion 
of construction funding. Over $200million of this was with private 
investors. Below is a snapshot of some of those deals.

Investors Borrowers

Loan Amount Gearing Investment Type Investor Return Property Location
$9,600,000 55% 1st Mortgage 12% P.A.^ Development Site Brisbane

$300,000 75% 2nd Mortgage 19% P.A.^ Development Site Chermside

$1,700,000 80% 1st Mortgage 12% P.A.^ Development Site Newcastle

$7,000,000 80% 1st Mortgage 10% P.A.^ Land Subdivision Greater Brisbane

$5,400,000 90% 2nd Mortgage 19% P.A.^ 88 Apartments Brisbane

$700,000 90% 1st Mortgage 12% P.A.^ Development Site Newcastle

$2,600,000 70% Equity 36% P.A.^ 50 Apartments Brisbane

$1,300,000 40% 1st Mortgage 12% P.A.^ Development Site Gold Coast

$725,000 80% 1st Mortgage 12% P.A.^ Development Site Greater Brisbane

$300,000 40% 1st Mortgage 12% P.A.^ Construction Loan Bundaberg

$1,700,000 80% 1st Mortgage 12% P.A.^ Development Site Newcastle

$3,200,000 80% 1st Mortgage 9.95% P.A.^ Development Site Brisbane

Completed & Repaid:  $110 million
Currently Active:   $65 million
Settling next 90 days:   $35 million
TOTAL (as at Nov ‘17)  $210 million

Real Stories
Real People
Real Projects
Real Funding

We have invested in numerous loans with Holden Capital 
Partners as loan manager. They take the guess work out of 
investing and prepare everything to allow me to make a 
quick deicison. Our family office will happily keep investing 
in their loans going forward. 

- Shane, Private Investor

Holden Capital managed a loan that I invested into for 
the past 18 months and they are always prompt with 
actioning items and have a finger on the pulse of the project 
protecting our interests.

- Paul, Private Investor

Onyx Property Group have worked with Dan and his team 
since 2011 and are thankful for them introducing us to a variety 
of capital options which helped us grow our business in a 
sustainable and strategic way. 

- Onyx Property Group

We first met Dan in 2011 and discussed funding our project, we 
settled finance for a $35mil project in 2014 and are about to 
settle another finance package they sourced for us to deliver a 
$50mil project. We look forward to a long relationship with the 
guys. 

- Open Corp

We have worked with Dan to finance our projects since 2009. 
He is reliable and has always delivered. We have completed 
about 20 projects in that time covering roughly 1,300 product 
and even through the credit constrained times Dan always 
ensured we had the right loan to suit our requirement. 

- Homecorp



TAKE ADVANTAGE OF HOLDENCAPITAL’S 
EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPEMENT

OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN ACCESS TO AN 
EXCLUSIVE MARKET PIPELINE

CHANCE TO BUILD LONG TERM PARTNERSHIPS

Benefits of  
partnering with 

HC Partners

Transactions are assessed and structured by an experienced 

HoldenCAPITAL team who are construction finance and 

development professionals with a track record in obtaining 

competitive pricing and negotiating realistic and practical 

facility terms.

HC Partners transactions provide borrowers with access to 

senior debt, mezzanine debt and equity capital on flexible 

terms at attractive pricing not typically available via tradition 

lending avenues. 

HC Partners loans are accompanied by comprehensive due 

diligence reports provided to investors incorporating carefully 

prepared transaction conditions protecting their rights 

prepared by specialist Lawyers that provide both lender and 

borrower with greater certainty.

HC Partners capital is made available across the full risk 

spectrum from senior debt levels through Mezzanine to 

preferred equity.

The HC Partners’s fund management team is experienced 

in their field with the ability to influence the appropriate 

outcome when difficulties arise.

Exclusive Access

Insight & Experience

Control your success

You will have access to exclusive opportunities identified through 
HoldenCAPITAL via its daily participation in the construction and 
development sector.
 
These opportunities are only available to HC Partners investors.
 
You can invest in different property types, geographic regions, financial 
structures and risk profiles.

The HoldenCAPITAL team of professionals vet every project, pre-empting 
much of the legwork and due diligence a lender would expect to 
undertake.

Every project is professionally managed and you get to be discerning 
and to select the Project risk that best matches your experience and 
appetite. 

You can call or email the HC Partners team for help and guidance 
whenever you need it. 

You can choose the level of management control that best suits your 
experience and time availability. 

The experienced HoldenCAPITAL  team is available to provide 
additional support to supplement your own oversight of the loan.

The flexibility is there for a combination that best suits your own 
resources. 



Recent Opportunities^ Recent Opportunities^



Investment Process



Invest with Confidence

1. SUBMISSION – 100% of project opportunities 
Real estate developers submit their project finance 
requirements to HoldenCAPITAL 

2. BASIC SCREENING – 50% of projects  
Initial screening. HoldenCAPITAL team ensures the project 
makes sense, the sponsor is credible and knowledgeable 

3. DUE DILIGENCE – 25% of projects 
HoldenCAPITAL team undertakes detailed examination 
of the project, market, management, legal and finance 
factors 

4. INVESTMENT READY – 5% of projects  
HC Partners review the investment for consideration and 
if deemed investment ready offers are made to registered 
lenders to consider.

100% 
of projects

50% 
of projects

5% 
of projects

25%
of projects

-50%

-50%

-80%

Simple Registration

1. Visit our investment website: 

www.holdencapitalpartners.com.au

2. Register to begin receiving opportunities

3. Browse opportunities on an exclusive 

access webpage for our memebers 

4. Invest and build your loan portfolio

5. Monitor, earn returns & reinvest

Start receiving exclusive opportunities in minutes!We underwrite and/or co-fund most of our investments.

Each opportunity submitted to registered investors has already gone through due-diligence by our 
experienced team. Of the many projects we review each month, only a select few will meet our investment 
criteria. We believe in the quality of the investments offered and the risk and reward balance we negotiate. 
Hence HC Partner’s management fees are totally success based and Private Lenders can rest assured that our 
interests are aligned with theirs in seeking a successful outcome of every facility.



The future of passive investment
in construction & development projects is here!

 

www.holdencapitalpartners.com.au

You will have 
access to exclusive 
opportunities 
identified through 
HoldenCAPITAL
via its daily 
participation in the 
construction and 
development sector.

http://www.holdencapitalpartners.com.au
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DISCLAIMER: INDEPENDENT ADVICE RECOMMENDED 
The information in this document is general information only and does not take into account the objectives, situation or particular needs of any 

particular person. Investment in or lending to property development projects carries high risks and HC Partners strongly suggests that prospective 
investors seek appropriate professional advice, in particular their own legal, investment and tax advice when determining whether to proceed with an 
investment or loan. All investors must rely on their own enquiries, conduct their own independent investigation and analyses relating to any information 
provided in relation to a proposed investment or loan opportunity. An investment made through HC Partners may not be appropriate for all persons or 
entities and should be regarded as speculative. ^Any quoted rates of return are net of management fees and costs. Past performance is not a reliable 

indicator of future performance.


